(What follows is the head credits for the first three episodes of the television series, but as the feature film was cut from the early episodes of the series, and as these credits conform to those in the Oxford, they may be taken as relatively accurate and relevant to the feature film):

(Episode 1 credits):

The 0-Ten Network
and
Paramount
present
THE LOST ISLANDS

Created by
Michael Laurence

From an
Original Series concept by
Roger Mirams

additional material by
Bill Hughes

With
Tony Hughes
Jane Vallis
Robert Edgington
Amanda Ma
Chris Benaud
Margaret Nelson

and
Rodney Bell as Aaron

Ric Hutton
Michael Howard
Ron Blanchard
Frank Gallacher

and
Willie Fennell
As Jeremiah

Producer
Roger Mirams

THE
LOST
ISLANDS

Copyright ©
MCMLXXVI All rights reserved to all media.
"Captured"
Written by Michael Laurence

Directed by Bill Hughes

(Credits do not give characters cast names. Character names for feature film):

Tony Hughes                  Tony
Jane Vallis                  Anna
Robert Edgington            David
Amanda Ma                    Sui Ying
Chris Benaud                 Mark
Margaret Nelson              Helen Quinn
Rodney Bell                  Aaron Quinn
Ric Hutton                   Prime Minister
Michael Aitkens              Quig
Ron Blanchard                Quel
Michael Howard               Jason Quinn
Willie Fennell               Quizzle
Cornelia Frances             Mrs Quinn
Frank Gallagher              
Ted Ogden
Ron Haddrick

*(episode 2 cast and credit variations)*

*New: Michael Aitkens*

*Order of names also varies:*

Ric Hutton
Michael Aitkens
Ron Blanchard
Michael Howard
and
Willie Fennell
as Jeremiah

"The Snake Pit"
Written by
Michael Laurence

Directed by
Bill Hughes
"The Treasure of Tambu"
Written by
Michael Laurence